Science





To be able to identify the
properties of a range of
materials and use this
knowledge to solve a
problem.
To understand the water
cycle.
To understand light source
and how shadows are made.

History
To be able to
locate events in
history.
To use variety
of sources to
find out about
life in the past.
To understand
the difference
between ancient
and modern.







Geography
 Using maps to locate
countries and
continents of the
world.
 To identify the
features of a river.
 Comparing human
physical features of
Egypt.
 To compare the
weather and climate
of England and Egypt.

Literacy








To compare stories from different
cultures to traditional tales,
identifying similarities and
differences.
To understand how characteristics
from different cultures affect plot,
setting and character’s actions
To use drama techniques to explore
settings.
To read and write descriptive poetry.
To continue to learn year 3/4
statutory spellings.

ICT




To understand how the
internet and search
engines work.
To be able to plan and
create a presentation
using simple video
recordings.

Tales of the Riverbank
PE

To practice rehearse and
perform songs as a group.

Art and Design



RE


To compare different
versions of the creation story.



Comparing and classifying the
properties of 2D and 3D shapes.



To understand perpendicular,
parallel line and position and
direction.



To describe angles, measure
perimeter and recognise
symmetry.



To plot weather patterns on a
graph.



To use measurements in contexts
for lengths, weight and capacity.



To identify nets of common 3D
shapes.

Will be taught by Mr Canning on a Tuesday and Thursday afternoon and
covering skills and competitive games.

Music


Maths



To make a scarab
beetle using clay.
To design a repeating
pattern using stencils,
templates and printing
Design a Egyptian
trinket box.

PSHCE
 To understand our
value this term of
friendship.
 To communicate
and problem solve
through circle
time.

